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Editorial Note
What’s the Sea to a seafarer?
The vast expanse of water stretching till where the sky meets the horizon holds over 70 percent
of total space, hides underneath as an abyss of quiet darkness yet to be fully known to the world
aside.The other world, occupying barely 30 percent of the remaining space is the world - ever
chaotic, ever changing, ever curious, ever ambitious to establish its might. Between the two, this
is the story of perfect mysterious relationship - the story been told and untold for thousands of
years since man forayed into the mighty seas, for explorations and exploitations. The relationship
of passionate love, hate, fear and who among the human beings can better understand and
appreciate this than the seafarers themselves?
In this issue of Samundra Spirit, our contributors, majority having lived the life of seafarers have
produced a bountiful of fun and quirky topics that would positively keep our readers enthralled.
Needless to say, the articles laced with their personal experiences and introspections have
brought out the unique dimensions of seafaring and situations not always brought to light before.
I am particularly happy that as much as our pool of contributors is expanding, we have dared
to foray into challenging grounds to bring out the topics untouched or commonly ignored in the
industry. Three cheers for our faculty and the contributors for taking up the challenge to dare to
be different. You rocked!
I am obviously spoilt for choices as each of the articles stands on its own, legitimately claiming
attention- be it for the subject or the inimitable style depicting their story. This is one time I would
refrain from naming our writers in order to not be a spoil sport! But what must be mentioned
are the topics that range from avoiding a killer cyclone with a best example of logical thinking
and situational awareness, countering and questioning why a piece of equipment like a hatch
cover would behave differently in different ports, contributing to the environment protection
even in situations like crossing the Great Barrier Reef, precautions of basics of seafaring rules
for debunking the myths and mysteries in the notorious Bermuda Triangle and countering the
atmospheric pressure by the traditional human divers prelude to the emergence of submarines.
The mystery of the rogue waves or mystery of Titanic or the right of the right whales have each
found a cautious and attentive decoder in our authors to make the story heard in a different tune
and perspective. Absolutely thrilling!
We could not have brought out our autumn issue without the lovely photographs of the season
artistically captured by our cadet photographers, Cadet Prathamesh Salvi (GME-26) and Cadet
Alex Barcey (GME-26). Thank you both!
Once again, the SIMS cadets displayed their talents and prowess as future seafarers by clinching
the top spots of competitions with their outside peer group. Hearty congratulations to the winners
as well as their teachers and trainers who are dedicated in bringing out the best from the cadets
at all times.
Last but not least, our sincere appreciation to Vice Admiral Satish Soni for his kind and
encouraging words for the cadets. It’s a great privilege to have him as a member of the governing
council and bring in vast experience from the Indian navy to us.
Wishing you all our readers belated Durga Puja, Dussehra greetings and
the best wishes for the seasons of festival in December and New Year. Till
we meet again for the next issue in 2020,
Happy reading and safe sailing,
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Message from Vice Admiral Satish Soni
It is a matter of great privilege and honour for me to join the Samudra Institute of Maritime
Studies as a member of the Governing council. Most of my 40 odd years in the Indian Navy
have been spent on warships which inherently perform somewhat different functions than the
merchant marine. And yet there are many similarities between the two services. Both maritime
wings are essential ingredients of a nation’s response to the waters around it and are inextricably
linked to its economic progress. History is witness to the fact that all maritime powers have
invariably possessed a vibrant merchant fleet in addition to strong fighting Navy. All mariners,
irrespective of their specialisation need to be trained well in nautical subjects and must become
adept at mastering the elements at sea. For me therefore, this is indeed a welcome opportunity
to interact with you and share my experiences.
During my first visit to the pre sea training campus at Lonavla and post sea training facility at
Mumbai, I was most impressed by the vision, leadership and commitment of the SIMS family.
The facilities are state of the art and have kept pace with the everchanging requirements of the
seafarers. The campus at Lonavla is indeed spectacular and inculcates a sense of pride in all
cadets who graduate from this institution.
To the Cadets of SIMS, I would say that you have chosen well. A career at sea is full of challenges
and you will soon realize that sea is a hard taskmaster. It is imperative for you to be professionally
competent. Not only must you train well in nautical subjects but also groom yourselves as
leaders of men with a strong value system. SIMS will provide you all the facilities to become
physically strong, mentally capable and morally upright.
To the Faculty of SIMS, I would underscore that India, a rising economic power is essentially
a maritime country with a huge dependence on the sea lines of communication around us.
With a coast line of 7615 kms, an exclusive economic zone of 2.02 million square kilometers
and over 1000 islands, India must develop an ambitious maritime outlook. Our institute has an
important role to play in bringing about awareness about the seas amongst our countrymen.
Here is a committed, idealistic and impressionable bunch of Indian youth whom you must
groom as responsible mariners and leaders. Every minute of the training curriculum should
impact them in a manner that they metamorphize into intrepid seafarers ready to embrace
every challenge thrown at them.
I wish you the very best in your endeavours.

Vice Admiral Satish Soni
SIMS Governing Council
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The Great Barrier Reef – a Ship of Opportunity

Mr. Jims Andrews,
Vice Principal,
SIMS Lonavala

Since the beginning of time the ocean had
hidden in its depths the magical powers
to lure the mankind to its innumerable
mysteries, very much like the Pied Piper
of Hamelin. When the ocean called, with all
its treacherous uncertainties and obvious
perils, there were not many who could
resist. Generations of sailors plied the
oceans, explored its mystic aura, made
fortunes and lost some.
Times have changed. Ocean going is no
longer as hazardous as it used to be. With
the unprecedented thrust on safety and
security, it is in fact one of the safest and most
rewarding careers on earth. But one thing has
not changed - mankind’s insatiable thirst for
harnessing ocean’s riches and romancing its
mysteries.
If you ask an aspiring seafarer what motivates
him to choose the seagoing career, invariably

the response rivets around the adventure it
offers. The notion of the seafarer as a veritable
adventurer has been etched onto our psyches
right from our formative years, by fairy tales of
mermaids and leviathans, stories of pirates,
buccaneers and treasure hunters. It was no
different for me.
The hopes of being a forever romantic riding
the high seas took a serious beating with the
first ship I sailed - an oil tanker which shuttled
between the Persian Gulf and the west coast
of India. That was all what she did. There
were neither any adventurous encounters nor
occasional whale or shark sightings. I was
disillusioned, to say the least.
All that changed with the very next ship.
The Bulk carrier I had signed on for, was to
be loading at Dalrymple bay, north-east of
Australia, and there was none as excited
as myself on board. For with whatever little
knowledge of ocean routes I had, I was pretty
sure that we will have to traverse the Coral
Sea and the Great Barrier Reef to reach our
destination. The same reef where Jean Paget
and Joe Harman romanced in the novel “A
Town like Alice” by Nevil Shute, the same
reef where ships plundered and foundered
in abundance, including the legendary HMS
Pandora which pursued and perished in
search of the Bounty mutineers, and the same
reef where Corals created a magical under
water Shangri-La of sorts. Till then it existed
only as a figment of my imagination. But now it
was time to explore.

The wonder that is ‘Great Barrier Reef’
The Great Barrier Reef is by some margin the
largest living structure on our earth! The length
is a mind boggling 2300 km, almost eight
times the next best, the Belize Reef which
stands 290 km long. And just a small thought
about its illustrious residents - more than 1600
species of fish, 600 types of corals, 215 types
of birds, 133 types of sharks and rays, 30
species of whales and dolphins, 14 varieties
of sea snakes and 6 species of marine turtles
(world’s total is only 7 species)! In terms of the
bio-diversity it nurtures, the Great Barrier Reef
is comparable only to the Amazon rain forests
which remains a great bio-reserve in itself.
As we sailed past fringing reefs, barrier reefs
and atolls (all three are different types of
reefs), I was overwhelmed to witness and be
part of a magical kingdom. But at the time it did
not really strike me that all this splendour and
glory is in fact staring at the face of a possible
extinction. It was declared as a world heritage
site in 1981 and was also branded as one of
the seven natural wonders of the world. The
Great Barrier Reef Marine Park protects it from
perceived threats from human use.
What ails the reef?
Sadly, human influences remain the single
most important threat to the reef ecosystem,
accounting for more than 50% of the damage.
Climate change and its negative impact leads
to ocean acidification and eventually coral
bleaching. Land based pollution reaching
the reef ecosystem through run-offs, coastal
development and over-fishing add to the woes.
Oil pollution from ships, whether accidental or
operational, also is a cause for concern.

Continued on Page 10
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Oars to Electronic Engines: Metamorphosis
in Propulsion
How the propulsion evolved?
Avishkar Thakur,
Engineering Faculty,
SIMS Mumbai

The pioneering sailors learnt to use
small boats for making their exploratory
voyages over the mighty sea. However,
the real challenge was to propel the boats
over longer distances for making any
meaningful voyages of discovery. Initially
they learnt to use paddles and oars to
move the boats, but it was literally a backbreaking work. Over a period of time, they
learnt to use the power of trade winds to
propel their boats using sails to a larger
distance. From those days, the means of
shipboard propulsion have undergone a
sea change from traditional oars or sails to
present day electronic engines.
Till the early 19th century, the principal means
of propulsion was indeed oars or the wind
sails. Sails were mainly used for merchant
vessels. Manoeuvrability and reliability of
speed was imperative for naval vessels which
could not be achieved with sails. Triremes (An
ancient Greek or Roman war galley with three
banks of oars) were used by the Greek navies
that fought in the Peloponnesian War (431–
404 BCE), as did the Romans at the Battle of
Actium (31 BC).
The development of piston-engine steamships
was a novel concept after centuries of sailing
on oar driven ships. Wood as fuel, powered the
early steamships. Subsequently, ships were

Need
• Sails
• Oars

Speed
• Steam Engines
• Steam Turbines

burning coal or light fuel oil to generate steam
for driving turbines. The first known success
was achieved by Henry Martyn Robert Fulton’s
‘North River boat’ also referred as Clermont,
operated in the Hudson River in the U.S in
1807.
While these early ships had successfully used
paddle wheels, they later gave way to screw
propellers, due to their reliability during rough
seas, ballast voyages, etc.
Steam turbines were initially fueled by coal
and subsequently by light and heavy fuel oil or
nuclear energy. Sir Charles Algernon Parsons
developed the steam turbine, which raised
the power-to-weight ratio. At the Spithead
naval review in 1897, he achieved publicity
by demonstrating it unofficially in the 100-foot
(30 m) Turbinia. This facilitated a generation
of high-speed liners in the first half of the 20th
century and rendered the reciprocating steam
engine obsolete; first in warships, and later in
merchant vessels.
In the last half of the 20th century, rising fuel
costs almost led to the demise of the steam

Economy
• Diesel Engines

Environment
• LNG
• Fuel Cell
• Solar Cell
• Battery Power

turbine engines. Since around 1960, most
new ships have been fitted with diesel engines
burning Heavy Fuel Oil/ HFO (Residual Fuel).
The last major ship propelled by steam turbines
was Fairsky, launched in 1984. Similarly,
several steam ships were re-engineered
to enhance fuel efficacy. One high-profile
example was the 1968 engineered Queen
Elizabeth 2, that had her steam turbines
replaced with a diesel electric propulsion plant
in 1986.
Most modern ships use diesel engines for their
propulsion units, because of their operational
simplicity, reliability and fuel economy
compared to other different propulsion
mechanisms available. However the focus on
environmental protection and towards reducing
impacts of Greenhouse Gas pollution has led
to the development of greener technologies
to use dual-fuel engines capable of burning
Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) & HFO.
For LNG carriers, the natural gas is stored
in a liquid state in cryogenic vessels and a
small amount of ‘boil off’ gas is needed to be
constantly withdrawn in order to maintain the
pressure and temperature inside the vessels
within operating limits. The ships’ boilers run
on the ‘boil off’ gas which further provide steam
for the turbines, the simplest way to deal with
the excessive ‘boil off’ gas.
The next big goal is to achieve zero carbon
emissions from merchant vessels, which is
the ambitious IMO target for 2050. Till now
the technology has been able to meet the
projected targets and we can hope that the
zero carbon emissions will become a reality in
years to come.

Picture Courtesy: Scandlines
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The Devil’s Triangle - An Eroding Enigma
Our earth is called the blue planet because
of the vast 71% surface area covered by the
ocean. There are still so many underwater
areas yet unexplored and the maritime
industry has literally only scratched
the surface. Indeed with continuous
explorations and surveys, human beings
are still far away from reaching the bottom
of myriad of issues with and inside
the human mass of seas and oceans
around us.
One area of this vast ocean has continuously
been embroiled in mystery and notoriety, that

than my crew’s hope for shore leave, nothing
has ever thankfully disappeared when making
these calls. Yet the Bermuda triangle continues
to spin its web and captures the imagination
of the world. The latest victim of the Bermuda
triangle has been listed in Wikipedia as the El
Faro – a 241 metre long Ro-Ro vessel that
sank with its 33 crew members. There were
no survivors. However, unlike many other
incidents within the Bermuda Triangle where
an investigation was impossible due to lack of
evidence, the El Faro’s VDR was found which
provided vital information on what exactly
occurred on that fateful voyage.

Capt. Vincent Fernandes
Dean Nautical
SIMS, Mumbai

storm which seems to be a more logical
explanation for the disappearances.
Rather than worrying about aliens causing
the disappearances over which we have no
control, it’s more prudent to focus on the things
that we can control. An effective passage plan,
regularly referring to weather updates, a bridge
team working together and a climate that
positively encourages challenges is something
we seafarers must work towards.
It is easy to blame our failures on myth and
mystery, however a logical mind must always
seek answers to overcome. The next time
your vessel is entering into the Bermuda
Triangle, try focusing on the weather updates,
the planned passage and teamwork instead
of being afraid of the unknown. Track any
developing storms very closely and deviate

first came to light when Christopher Columbus
and the Crew of the Santa Maria supposedly
saw an inexplicable bright light descending
into the ocean. Since then the area has
reportedly taken 910 lives in 21 separate
incidents. Of these, 760 lives were lost at sea
in the area which has now come to be known
as the “Devil’s Triangle” or more commonly
as the “Bermuda Triangle”. Many of these
incidents resulted in the vessels disappearing
without a trace.
The triangle roughly extends from the East
coast of Florida to Puerto Rico to the Bermuda
Islands (see image above).
The number of incidents brought in many
conspiracy theories and rumours of the
disappearances and incidents, linked to the
triangle being directly above the lost city
of Atlantis; to it being an underwater alien
spacecraft landing site - none of which has
ever been proven.
As a seafarer, I have been over the Bermuda
Triangle several times mainly when calling
the Gulf of Mexico for STS operations. Other

The case of the El Faro
had nothing to do with any
of the conspiracy theories
surrounding the Bermuda
Triangle. The vessel was
unfortunately caught in a
fierce hurricane from where
she was unable to escape.
The case in fact brought
to light the importance of
passage planning, teamwork
and an effective ‘challenge
and response’ climate. The
hurricane was detected by
the Officers on watch and challenges were
made to the Master to deviate. The Master
however, chose to rely on an older weather
message rather than to respond positively
to his Officer’s challenges. A simple mistake
leading to a catastrophic and tragic end!
The fact remains that the Bermuda
Triangle is an area where hurricanes are a
frequent occurrence due to the supporting
weather conditions. Many of the incidents
in the Bermuda Triangle have occurred
simultaneously during a hurricane or a severe

well in advance. Remember the mariners 1-23 rule depicted here (courtesy NOAA) and stay
clear from such storms.
While it’s exciting to believe that the fiery
ball that Christopher Columbus and his men
saw descending into the ocean was an alien
spaceship, we would be much safer with
our lives and property to rely on our basic
seamanship and the direction set by the
reliable technology to safely arrive at our
destination.
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Surprises and Challenges Come Without Warning
Capt. Anuradha Jha
Nautical Faculty,
SIMS, Lonavala

The Ocean is full of mysteries, some rudely
surprising, some outright dangerous and
some even very pleasant that you may
relish the rest of your life. But all have a
common aspect i.e. a lesson to remember.
I do recall one such lesson during early
part of my Captainship which taught me
to be vigilant and not to be over reliant on
technology, but to go back to the basics of
seafaring rules and norms.
In the year 2014, I was in command of
a passenger ship of about 1300 person
capacity, plying between the mainland India
and the islands in the Bay of Bengal. On 6th
October 2014, while we were en-route to Port
Blair (around East of Andaman Islands), at
around 2200 hrs, I sensed the wind speed
had picked up continuously. I went up on
bridge to recheck weather reports and look for
warning, but there was none. So I waited for
some time and started writing my night orders.
I then wondered, wind force of 40kts during
the monsoon in that area would have been
a pretty normal situation. But it was October
and it did not feel right. I turned to my Third
Officer and asked him to check the barometer.
To my surprise, it was about 995 mb, while the
barometric pressure a couple of hours back
was 1000 mb. The steep drop in the pressure
and quite high wind speed was good enough
to predict the presence of a cyclone.
However, being a young conscientious Master,
I got quite perplexed at the absence of any
meteorological warning. I asked the Duty
Officer to recheck the weather reports, but
there was no sign of warning. Wind was from
behind, so definitely we were moving towards
the depression. As we were already on the
east of the Andaman Islands, our ETA Port
Blair was 0300 hrs, and so was the ETA for the
depression to Port Blair.

Hemisphere, if you turn your back to the wind,
the low pressure center will be to your left and
somewhat toward the front”. As the vessel
was experiencing following winds coming from
NNW’ly direction, and was proceeding down
south, I decided to turn around and head the
wind.
Assuming that the Cyclonic winds would
subside after making a landfall, I decided
to head away from the depression for some
time, as guided in Buy’s Ballot law, and come
back on the planned track after a couple of
hours, the decision completely in line with
the lesson on navigation that I had received
during training. Recalling the incident I could
understand how my confusion was due to
my trust in the technology and the report
generated or not regenerated by the outside
agencies- the meteorological department that
was supposed to send the fore warning of the
wind force.

Within half an hour, the barometric pressure
dropped more by about 2 mb, and wind speed
was about 45 kts. Before cyclonic winds could
take over the Vessel’s control, I had to take
evasive actions, being in command.

It was indeed a tough decision to take,
considering the high windage area of the ship,
as during the course of turning around, once
the wind comes up on beam, it could cause
the V/l to heel. I checked with the stability
condition of the V/l and reconfirmed that V/l is
going to keep on having a positive GM up to a
large range of heel angle, in fact, even beyond
the angle of flooding. So turning around was
safe. Also, because the wind speed subsides
after the cyclone makes landfall, I decided to
head away from the depression for some time,
and come back on the planned track after a
couple of hours.

As

I still recall vividly, while we were turning, I

per

Buys

Ballot

“In

the

Northern

saw a small ship heading directly towards the
depression. I was quite surprised, and then
thought may be the Master is quite daring.
I wouldn’t take any unwanted risk, hence
stayed on my decision. Nevertheless, once I
returned back on the track, picked up pilot in
the morning and was safely berthed, I came
to know from the vessel superintendent in the
evening that they were quite busy as one of
their ship’s mast fell off due to rough weather.
No prize for guessing, that was the same ship
I had seen at night.
Fortunately from two days later, we started
receiving weather warnings for the cyclone
that crossed Andaman, and that cyclone was
the deadly “Hud Hud”.
Our next voyage was from Port Blair to
Vishakhapatnam which had to be delayed
for a day and half so as to avoid the cyclone.
“Hud Hud” made landfall on 12th October at
Vishakhapatnam causing severe damage to
buildings and structures with a loss of 3.58
billion USD and 124 human lives. We arrived
Vishakhapatnam on the 13th morning, only to
witness the catastrophe.
Hence, although the met dept made my work
easier this time, I had learned the critical
lesson of navigation i.e. never to over rely on
technology, keep a good look out and follow
the already laid down procedures and good
seamanship practice, so as to combat any
such sudden situation.
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Why Right Whales Have the Right of Way?
Capt. Subhendu Hati
Dean (Nautical Studies)
SIMS Lonavala

Approaching a right whale closer than 500
yards is a violation of federal and state law.
Please report all right whale sightings to:
866-755-noaa (6622)
Such Navigation warnings informing the
presence of Right Whales in the vicinity is
pretty common in the North Atlantic and
North Pacific. On being instructed to keep
clear, a navigator wonders how much is
under his control, particularly during the
hours of the dark.
This remains as an additional secondary
responsibilities of the OOWs around the world,
which they are required to perform more as a
moral duty rather than obligatory. However,
facts and information about this endangered
species can be of great assistance to mariners
in understanding their behaviour, habitat etc.
One would then also appreciate the efforts
taken up by various wildlife organisation and
Governments to save this wonderful creature
from getting extinct.
Why are they “Right”
There are more than one school of belief about
the origin of the name “Right”. Some consider
that their enormous size, slow and majestic
moves make them a perfect example of how
a whale should be, so “Right” whales. While
others believe that the hunters, during the
active whale-hunting years, considered them
as the prize catch because of the meat and fat,
hence “Right” whales to hunt. They were also
easy prey because they were slow-moving,
stayed near the surface, docile and when hit,
swam towards the shore in sight.
Out of the three major habitats (North Atlantic,
North Pacific, Southern ocean), Right whales
of the North Atlantic are almost on the verge
of being extinct with only about 350 are
remaining.
Why are they unique
Feeding
Right whales are baleen feeders which are
bristle-like bone sieve containing keratin. The
whale opens its mouth when underwater, takes

in mouthful of water and pushes it out filtering
small animals like plankton, krill, small fishes
and shrimps using these hundreds of bristles.
Appearance
The North Atlantic right whales do not have a
dorsal fin. They are dark black and stocky with
a board tail, a deep notch and smooth trailing
edge. Random and irregular raised patches
of rough skin called callosities caused due
to whale lice are seen on their head. These
patches are unique to each whale and are
used to identify and track individual. When
born, a calf is about 14 feet and can grow up to
50 feet as an adult.
Behaviour
Like many other marine species, Right Whales
also migrate. They generally move in small
groups; however, loners are not uncommon.
During the winter months, the North Atlantic
species migrate down to southeastern coast
of USA. The pregnant cows deliver in the
whale calving area in these waters. During the
summer and spring, they stay in their northern
habitat of Fundi Bay and Gulf of Maine.
Right whales are often seen socializing at
the surface on a clear day and are known as
Surface-Active Groups (SAG). They engage
in breaching (propelling up and out of the
water and then slamming down with a huge
splash), lob-tailing (Slapping the tail) or flipping
(slapping their flippers). SAGs perform mating
and other social activities during this time.
Right whales use low frequency sound best
described as moans, pulses and groans in
order to maintain contact, communicate threat
and signal aggression or other social reasons.

Tail severely Entangled

Severely endangered and on the verge of
extinction
Although the human exploitations during the
first half of the 20th century were halted by
strong legislation, no real signs of recovery
in terms of number could be seen since then.
Entanglement in fishing gear and ship collision
is continuously on the rise. Some wildlife
experts believe that the drastic rise to such
incidents is the main cause behind extinction
of these species in the eastern part of the
North Atlantic.
Floating lines leading to the traps set on the
ocean floors are the greatest threat. They can
form loops around the unsuspecting animal;
the noose then only tightens and cuts in
as it struggles to break free. Surveys show
that more than 85% of the right whale have
entanglement marks. The stress and injury
in such a situation are severe, leading to an
agonizing death.
With the increasing number of ships in their
northbound voyage seeking the Gulf stream,
vessel strike has emerged as a major threat.
The habitats and the migration route of the
right whales, unfortunately, often overlap with
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Continued from Page 5

“Punctuation” found dead on
20th June 2019 after hit by ship

busy shipping lanes and are also close to
major American ports.
The photograph is of a 40 years old female.
She was popularly known as “Punctuation”
among whale watchers, from the small
scars on her head that resembled dashes
and commas. She was one of the 100
reproductive females left, given birth at least
8 times and is a grandmother to another
two. Her body was found in the Gulf of
St. Lawrence on June 20th, 2019. Initial
investigation suggests that she was a victim
of a vessel strike.
Researchers say that the death rate must not
be more that 0.9 per year to have a stable
population of North Atlantic Right Whales.
In 2019 so far 17 floaters were found with
6 of them in the month of June only. It is
impossible for the species to sustain this
rate of loss.
How can we do our part
During my sailing days I had come across
many surface active groups near the coast of
North America (off Portland, USA) and South
Africa (Off Durban). These slow moving,
shy and docile animals are easy to identify.
Hence it is not advisable to approach them
just for the sake of a photograph. A selfie
attempt may even end up in a fatal accident
to both the whale and the taker!
In 2003 WWF achieved a significant
milestone for the protection of right whales
by convincing the USA and Canadian
authorities to shift shipping lanes in the Bay
of Fundy, thereby reducing ship strike to
great extent. Legislations are also in place
to control fishing activities or even cease
completely during the migration period.
Keeping aside the obligations under
legislations and navigational warnings, deep
in our heart, we all have a love for animals.
As seafarers, we have posted extra lookouts
for so many purposes in the past, why not
once for this dying species. Next time when
our ships are in their locality, let us follow
the rules and give them the way. It will be
indeed be a great deed towards the Marine
eco-system.

It is strange that even after an alarming number
of 1600 ship wrecks reported in the region, the
reef pilots still consider a passage through the
reef safer than around it, for the simple reason
that in case of a major machinery failure the
ships will still sit comfortably on the reef!
The damage done to the reef is conveniently
forgotten.
It is also disturbing to note that the reef has
dwindled to less than half in the years after
1985 and evidently revolutionary measures
need to be taken to avoid its complete
extinction.
The way out
Being a resilient living structure, coral reefs
can recover from even the most extensive
damage, if only we can buy some time.
It is ironical that merchant shipping, which is
often blamed as the chief perpetrator for the
cataclysm faced by the Great Barrier Reef, is
also coming to its rescue in big way. Although
there are well laid and overarching programmes
for the protection and restoration of the reef
like the ‘The Reef 2050 plan’, implementation
and meeting the ultimate objectives remain a
Herculean task. The ambitious projects which
are undertaken include,
•

•
•
•

Building the resilience of coral reefs and
reef communities, enabling them to bounce
back from the face of destruction
Finding, protecting and restoring the reef
bright spots
Reef restoration through larval seeding
Reef sun shields to minimize coral
bleaching

All these novel initiatives are aiming at bringing
in a step change in the conservation of the
Great Barrier Reef and the only chance of
success revolves around increased global
participation. And that is where world merchant
shipping fits in.
Ship of Opportunity
‘Ship of Opportunity Programme’ takes
assistance from volunteering merchant ships
which transit this highly sensitive region. Ships
officers are trained to collect critical data like
temperature profiles and seawater chemical
composition which are transmitted real time
by satellites to shore centres to assist in
conservation. All this is done while the ship is
carrying out its normal business, without any
hindrance to her voyage and trade plans. RTM
Wakmatha is one such vessel which is actively
involved in observing ocean acidification in
the Great Barrier Reef region. This step goes
a long way in monitoring the changing ocean
chemistry of this large ecosystem, which in turn
will help create realistic models for proactive
intervention. Another vessel involved actively
in such research along the Queensland coast
is RV Cape Ferguson, gathering data for the
Carbon Chemistry project.
While the enhanced emphasis on safety
and pollution prevention in maritime industry
certainly would benefit the Great Barrier
Reef in terms of minimizing damage from oil
pollution and ship wrecks, this will still remain
only as a passive participation. More and more
vessels need to step forward to volunteer in
novel initiatives like the ‘Ship of Opportunity’
programme and do their bit in conserving and
restoring this earthly treasure.

Ship of Opportunity –
RTM Wakmatha involved
in Reef conservation
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The Mysterious Rogue Waves Off South African Coast
Capt Manab Kumar Sarmah
Nautical Faculty,
SIMS Lonavala

The sudden appearance of monstrous
waves in certain ocean areas of the
world, once considered as mythical and
now proven to actually exist, has been
an intriguing phenomenon baffling many
a mariner. Such a wave known as Rogue
Wave, also referred to as Freak Wave, Killer
Wave, Extreme Wave, Monster Wave etc, is
like a high steep water wall with very deep
trough, much larger than the prevailing
waves, which appears suddenly out of
nowhere.
These highly unpredictable
waves of a short duration are caused by
a combination of various environmental
phenomena.
The south eastern coast of South Africa
between Durnford Point and Great Fish Point
is well known for such Rogue Waves, which
have also caused damages to several ships
over the years. This article elucidates the
mechanics of Rogue Waves in this area.
The area off the south east coast of South
Africa is a very interesting potpourri of some
environmental and topographical phenomena
as enumerated below:
1. Underwater Topography: The width of the
continental shelf between Durnford Point
and The Bluff, Durban, is approximately
20 miles and then it abruptly narrows at 5
miles until off Port St. Johns. From there
it gradually widens until off Great Fish
Point, where it is again 20 miles wide and
remains so until to the west of Cape Recife.
Further, the continental shelf between

Port St. Johns and East London is much
steeper with the 2000 m line being within
15 miles of the continental shelf. A number
of deep canyons also exist in this stretch.
Such topography directly impacts the
movement of water masses of the area.
2. The Agulhas Current: Flowing towards
south from its origin at the Central Indian
Ocean Trade Wind region, the Agulhas
Current bifurcates into two stream currents
off Madagascar and Mozambique coast to
converge again between Durnford Point
and Durban. From hereon, influenced
by the underwater topography, it can
attain speeds of up to 4 – 5 knots and
span a width of 50 – 90 miles, becoming
like a oceanic river flowing southward
3. Meteorological Conditions: Along this
region, there are two distinct seasonal
wind patterns. During summer (Nov- May),
a low pressure area develops over the
interior South Africa, while a high pressure
area exists over the SW Indian Ocean.
This results in the wind blowing from
the northeast to east, along the current
direction contributing to the strength of
the prevailing Agulhas Current. Due to a
large difference in temperature over sea
and land, occasionally a low pressure
system develops in the southwest coast,
which rapidly moves along the coast in a
southerly direction, around Cape Agulhas
and up the southeast coast. These strong
winds from westerly to southwesterly
direction, blowing parallel to the SE coast,
are of short duration with a short fetch.
During winter (May – Oct), the depressions
in the interior southern region extend
further northwards. This leads to formation
of strong southwesterly winds, blowing
parallel to the SE coast for 24 – 48 hours

after the passage of a cold front.
4. Counter Current: With the passage of a
cold front in winter, an easterly to northeasterly current of 1 – 2 knots sets in close
to the shore within about 3 – 4 miles inside
the southerly Agulhas Current causing a
rise in the mean Sea Level. Additionally,
prior to the passage of a cold front, a north
easterly to easterly wind of Force 6 -7 blows
for about more than 24 hours, making the
water on the continental shelf to move
away from the coast. As a result upwelling
takes place close to the shore and there
is a rise in the sea level near the 200 m
line. This creates a gradient, which causes
the Agulhas current to speed up along the
continental shelf.
Rogue Wave Formation Mechanism: The
waves in this area are a mix of the waves
locally generated by a combination of above
phenomena and the ones coming up from the
Southern Ocean, which are generated over a
huge stretch of up to 1200 miles. During winter,
the outer periphery of the Southern Ocean
reaches the SE coast of South Africa resulting
in south westerly wind of a fetch of around
1200 miles. Therefore, by the time the waves
created by this wind reach the coast off Port
Elizabeth, they are fully developed and reach
their maximum height. There may be more
than one source creating such fully developed
waves with different wave lengths and
frequencies. The local waves are steeper and
shorter. The south westerly Agulhas current
shortens the lengths of these waves raising the
height of the sea. Just outside the 200 m line,
where the opposing current is the strongest,
this effect is more prominent. Since the wave
lengths of the local and the distant Southern
Ocean waves differ markedly, they frequently
superimpose on each other and consequently
increase their height. Congruency of all

Continued on Page 16
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Titanic Mystery and Some Lessons Learnt
During my recent visit to the TITANIC
Museum at Orlando, USA, I was able to
view many artefacts that were salvaged
from its sinking site by various explorers.
It is indeed very intriguing that a ship
which was declared as unsinkable at the
time, to eventually sink after a collision
with an Iceberg. With over 400 pieces of
salvaged parts now housed in a museum
of about 20,000 sq. ft. of space, there are
many debates and discussions around
its sinking. I would like to throw some
light and my personal observations on
how future changes in the cruise ship and
maritime industry were shaped following
this incident.
Safety of Navigation, Weather, Visibility &
Commercial pressure
The fateful night of 14th April 1912 was
moonless with poor visibility and an eerily calm
sea, when the TITANIC hit an Iceberg. Ice
edges can normally be sighted due to glowing
plankton at the edges and can be seen in the
dark on many occasions in the Atlantic Ocean
icebound seas. However restricted visibility due
to fog that night prevented the lookouts posted
in the crow’s nest of the vessel from giving early
warning to the vessel’s command. Capt. Smith
who was in command was a seasoned and
much sought after Cruise Line Master in those
days, and was specially selected to command
the TITANIC by its owners. The vessel was coowned by M/s J.P Morgan, who were also the
principal insurers of TITANIC which was said
to have been then insured for five million US
Dollars.
“Speed Thrills but kills” is an adage we know,
and in the older 1960 Collision regulations,
moderate speed was required to be followed in
restricted visibility as per Rule 16 (a). Not much
was stated about speed restrictions in those
days. Titanic however was travelling in the ice
bound area of the Atlantic Ocean at full speed
i.e. 30 knots. She made a glancing blow as her
starboard side struck the iceberg at full speed
and caused the impact to rupture her hull at or
below the waterline. This caused water ingress
and heeled the vessel as it would normally do.
Lifeboats fitted on TITANIC were reportedly
insufficient for the total number of persons
carried on board. The lifeboats were reduced
as there was a hype that this vessel was
considered “unsinkable” and would never
require this equipment. Space where additional
boats could have been fitted was used to
build verandas for first class cabins, so these

passengers could enjoy the aesthetic beauty
of the vessel. There was also no record as
to whether any abandon ship drills were
conducted immediately upon the boarding of
the passengers.
During various investigations over the years,
the decision to turn hard over to port at the
last moment exposing a large portion of the
starboard side to impact the ice berg has been
considered as detrimental as it would have
been prudent to take the impact on the stem
of the vessel, which even in those days, was
additionally strengthened. Whilst this certainly
couldn’t have prevented death, but would have
enabled the vessel to remain afloat longer than
it actually did, facilitating more time for people
to abandon ship.

Capt. VR Krishnan,
Superintendent,
Fleet Personnel
ESM Mumbai

further accentuated the brittle fracture of the
hull.
Conclusion and lessons learnt
Many of us would concur that a recent modern
day incident similar to that of TITANIC was
the grounding of the COSTA CONCORDIA off
Giglio island at full speed when the Master was
reportedly entertaining his guest on the bridge,
albeit it was in clear visibility, but at quite high
speed.

Lifeboats were equipped to board 65 persons
each, however those which could be launched
safely were done with less than half that
capacity. The confusion and panic which
may have occurred after the impact with the
Iceberg and flooding of the vessel may have
silenced the abandon ship order given by the
ship’s command as the ship started to sink with
progressive flooding.

The 1974 Colregs has defined Rule 6 – Safe
speed which is quite comprehensive and well
understood and if followed strictly, could benefit
in avoiding many a ship to ship collision or ship
to shore allision. Also Rule 19 – which specifies
the conduct of vessels in restricted visibility has
reasonable clarity in the way a vessel should
be manoeuvred in such conditions.

Ship Structure, Stability, Manoeuvrability of
TITANIC & her Watertight Integrity
TITANIC was a fully riveted vessel, like many
of her predecessors at that time. Modern day
ship’s hull plating is subjected to many tests
such as the Charpy Test and ships likely to be
classified as ICE class are made from special
grade steel. The steel hull of TITANIC was not
really capable of withstanding the ice conditions
as Charpy Test was not standardised before
1912.

The obligation of a ship master in event of
receiving a distress signal from a distressed
vessel is to proceed with all speed towards the
distressed vessel so as to render assistance
as may be required unless she is constrained
to do so, in which case she has to register
her inability to do so. This matter is significant
because at the time of the TITANIC’s distress
there were vessels in her vicinity some of which
had ignored the same and did not proceed to
the site to render rescue assistance.

Unlike inter-compartment bulkheads on
modern day vessels, TITANIC’s bulkheads
were reportedly not extended to the uppermost
continuous decks. There was a huge gap at
the upper part. This caused the water after
initial ingress to collapse with pressure as the
bow went down and consequently caused at
domino effect on each of the 16 bulkheads that
were on board, causing her sinking even faster.

Likewise, there were many more theories
floating around regarding the possibilities of
avoiding the sinking of the TITANIC – some of
which were based upon narrations from about
492 people who were rescued out of the 2224
persons on board at the time of the incident. A
compilation of these narrations were kept in the
Museum as well. I did manage to read a few
and was certainly intrigued at their statements.

Being a coal fuelled vessel, possibilities of
spontaneous ignition in the coal bunkers
could not be ruled out. The hull in contact with
the coal in the bunkers and heat generated
internally with the extremely cold water outside
the hull structure in vicinity of the coal bunker
compartments in the engine room may have

Safety, security, ship structure integrity,
communications, manoeuvrability, training,
ship’s equipment as well as processes and
procedures have undergone a sea change
since the TITANIC incident and it is hoped that
such incidents would never ever occur in this
day and age.
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CAMPUS NEWS

SIMS Lonavala Celebrates Graduation of 25th Batch
of GME Cadets
Thirty nine cadets from GME 25th
celebrated their graduation on 31st August
2019 marking the successful completion of
their one year training at SIMS Lonavala,
The ceremony witnessed jubilant cadets
march ahead at the parade, in the presence
of proud family and faculty members.
Mr. SM Iyer, Resident Director, ESM India
and Chief Guest of the event, spurred the
cadets to translate their training lessons into
practice and actively involve themselves in
implementing safety procedures on the job. He
urged them to always follow instructions in the
manuals prior to conducting jobs.
Echoing the spirit, Cadet Mahindra Prabhu
described his experience at SIMS, “This
institute, right from day one of our course has
been constantly reminding us that no matter
what happens, safety comes first and that
your life is very important not only on board
but also out on shore.” Commending the SIMS
technical facilities such as ship in campus,
blended learning etc, Cadet Nirmal Bhuva also
observed how the eco-friendly campus utilizes
natural sunlight in its architecture, imparting
positivity to the cadets.

Chief Guest inspect the Guard of Honour

Concluding the event, certificates and prizes
were awarded to the cadets as their ecstatic
and proud family members cheered on.
Hearty congratulations to the graduating
cadets and we look forward to their placements
on-board ESM managed vessels in the months
to come.
Following prizes were given to graduating cadets:

Chief Guest Meets Cadet’s parents during passing out parade

GME-25 Batch Prize Winners
Best Cadet
		
Best in Academics 		
2nd Best In Academics		
Best Hands On Training		
Best Sportsman		
Best Orator
		
Best Music
		
Best Cadet Captain 		
Best In Hsse
		
Best In Marine IC Engine
Best In Marine Auxiliary
Best in Automation & Control
Most Popular Cadet 		

Cadet Nirmal Kumar Ramjibhai Bhuva
Cadet Nirmal Kumar Ramjibhai Bhuva
Cadet Akash Mittal
Cadet Ganesh Sukdeo Kadnor
Cadet Abhishek Joshi
Cadet Ajay Anand Rai
Cadet Sankalp Bhardwaj
Cadet Sanjeev Kumar Singh
Cadet Karan Sangwan
Cadet Akshay Vishnu Tarange
Cadet Sherwin Joe Premedhas
Cadet Johan Thomas Oommen
Cadet Jebez Shiyan

CAMPUS NEWS
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Cdt. Sherwin Joe (GME25) with his family during Passing out Function

Cdt. Nirmal Kumar Bhuva (GME25)
receiving “Best Cadet” award from
Chief Guest

Cdt. Johan Thomas Oommen
(GME25) receiving “Best in
Automation & Control” award
from Chief Guest
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Cdt. Ganesh Sukdeo Kadnor (GME25) with his family during Passing out Function

Cdt. Aakash Mittal (GME25) receiving
“Best in Academics” award from
Chief Guest

Cdt. Akshay Vishnu Tarange
(GME25) receiving “Best in Marine
IC Engine” award from Chief Guest

Passing out cadets from GME25 batch with Chief guest and faculty

Cdt. Ajaya Anand Rai (GME25) with his parents during
Passing out Function

Passing out cadets from GME 25 batch conferring the oath
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Hues of Autumn at SIMS Lonavala

Photos by:
Cdt. Prathamesh Salvi
GME-26
SIMS Lonavala

“Another glorious day,
the air as delicious to the lungs
as nectar to the tongue.”
- John Muir
(Scottish-American Naturalist)
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Continued from Page 11
these wave trains can lead to formation of an
enormous wave for a few minutes followed by
separation of individual waves and returning
to their normal heights. Under the affect of the
strong opposing currents, the steeply rising
rogue wave can reach heights in excess of 18
m with corresponding long deep trough. The
trough occurs in advance of the wave causing
the vessel to steam into the sea, which will
cause the steep water wall of the rogue wave
to crash down on the deck, resulting in serious
damages to the ship.
Evading the Rogue Waves: If such freak
waves, which materialise suddenly without
any warning, occur along the direct path of
the vessel, the resultant damages can be
tremendous. The only way to avoid these is to
remain away from the vicinity of the outer edge
of the continental shelf or 200 m line between
Richards Bay and Great Fish Point.
When heading in a south westerly direction,
if it is observed that atmospheric pressure is
dropping, there is a fresh north easterly wind
and there is a Met forecast of fresh to strong
south westerly winds developing in next twelve
hours, the ship should close in towards the
coast so that the ship will be inshore of the 200
m line, when the wind changes. Further, the
ship should remain within the line till the sea
and wind return to normal prevailing states and
then she should gradually move out.
In this region, ships moving in a north easterly
direction generally remain within 3-4 miles
from coast to take benefit of the inshore
Counter Current. Hence, South bound ships in
this region should avoid closing the coast than
it is necessary.
Vessels which are required to be outside a
specified range from the coast due to the
nature of their cargo, should remain beyond the
influence of the core of the Agulhas Current –
not less than 20 NM seaward of the continental
shelf, where possibility of occurrence of rogue
waves is lesser. Course can then be changed
to keep within the winter load line limits, when
off Great Fish Point.

Photos by:
Cdt. Alex Barcey
GME-26
SIMS, Lonavala

Until about half century back considered
product of myth and imaginative sailors, the
reality of the monster waves have been studied
by science and in principle well established
that an ocean rogue wave around the globe
may be possible to predict with the necessary
data available.
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Joining two Seas to Connect the two Worlds:
The Suez Canal
Capt. Anuradha Jha
Nautical Faculty,
SIMS Lonavala
Permian
250 million years ago

Triassic
200 million years ago

Jurassic
145 million years ago

Cretaceous
65 million years ago

Present Day

The name “Suez Canal” is often associated
with deserts, camels, the River Nile,
pyramids and the sphinx. However
these cultural legends just add to the
significance of the canal’s contributions
towards the evolution of modern shipping.
By diminishing the distance between
Asia and Europe, the Suez Canal created
unprecedented opportunities for economic
development thereby making it as world’s
heavily used shipping lanes. Last year
while crossing Suez Canal, I was left in awe
of its beauty as it joined the Mediterranean
and the Red Sea, whilst the Asian coast
disappeared on the Navigational Chart.
The Earth’s topography has been changing
ever since its formation about 4.54 billion
years ago, i.e. about 9.26 years after the
big bang. The making and breaking of the
supercontinents, i.e. one single continent, with
all the land mass together, have been cyclic
throughout. About 250 million years back, the
last supercontinent Pangaea, drifted away to
create the present day continents. However,
the Suez Canal is the only man made change
which separated two continents but joined the
two seas.
Even though there are ancient inscriptions and
evidences that indicate building of canals for
transporting materials and war ships, between
2407 to 2260 B.C., there is no concrete
evidence if those canals extended from Red
Sea up to Mediterranean. The fully extended
Canal was dug for the first time under the reign
of Senauret III, Pharaoh of Egypt (1887-1849
B.C.) linking the two sea via the river Nile and
its branches. It was then abandoned due to
silting but reopened again, several times. The

building of the canal by the Nkhaws in 6th
century B.C. cost as many as 100,000 lives
in those days and was declared as a Barbaric
act by a priest which further hindered the
construction.
French military leader, Napoleon Bonaparte
was interested in building the modern
canal after his expedition to Egypt, with an
intention to disturb British Trade. However,
miscalculations about the difference in the
levels of Mediterranean and Red sea by his
architects led him to abort the plan. Thereafter,
a group of French Engineers with the Egyptian
viceroy formed the Universal Company of
the Maritime Suez Canal and started to build
the canal. The work progressed sporadically,
withstanding many political, topographical
challenges as well as natural epidemics.
Finally, the present day canal was built and
opened for navigation on the 17th of November
1869.
Today the 193.3
km long Suez
canal has been
widened
and
deepened
upto
205 mtr and 24
mtr
respectively,
hence
allowing
even VLCCs to
transit through the
canal, of course,
after
lightening
the Vessel at ports
like
El
Sokhna
in the south and
Alexandria in the
North. The Sumed

pipeline that transports crude oil, runs directly
between the two ports as well. A parallel Suez
Canal has also been dug up and put in use
since 2014, on the East of the original one, so
as to allow two-way transit.
The Canal is the back bone of world sea trade,
decreasing the distances quite significantly.
Suppose a ship has to carry cargo from
Vishakhapatnam in India to Hamburg in
Germany. Distance from Visakhapatnam to
Hamburg via Suez Canal is 9645 nm while
it is 13668 nm via Cape of Good Hope. The
difference of 5023 nm can cost an additional
17.5 half days of sailing by a typical merchant
vessel, which would result in not only
additional 18 days of hire, but also 520 mt of
bunkers, costing approximately 235,453 USD
for additional bunkers only! The contribution
and significance of the canal is tremendous
with 18000 ships transiting annually, with a
highest record of 81 ships, carrying a total of
6.1 million tonnes on 02nd August this year.
It’s a mystery how humans overcame the
many challenges and united in the endeavor
to create the impossible, that too in an era of
least technological development. Suez Canal
is one of the finest examples of that human
spirit which joined two seas and two continent
contributing the growth and prosperity of the
human kind and the world as a whole.
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Pursuit of the Deep Sea – Exploring Outside the
Comfort Zone
What makes the human species unique is
their insatiable appetite for knowledge and
the willingness to stretch boundaries in its
pursuit.

closer and closer as humans explored deeper
underwater.

With only a third of the earth’s surface being
land, there was no way humans were going
to forsake the remaining two thirds. Exploring
the seas, we built boats, first wooden toys then
improvised with better ones and followed it up
with more sophisticated ones. We thought
of ways and means to navigate even when
there were no terrestrial landmarks to guide
us across the oceans, storms and all! But that
was only skimming the surface, literally.

The air we breathe has 78% Nitrogen. This
is soluble in body’s fat cells. An average
person has several litres inside his body. At
higher pressures more nitrogen goes into
solution. When the diver rises, as the pressure
decreases, this additional nitrogen returns to
gaseous form and must be released slowly.
This calls for stopping every few meters for a
certain amount of time before continuing. This
is known as ‘decompressing’. If he rises faster,

Let’s see what happens during a deep dive.

For centuries, people have been submerging
themselves, even if only for a few minutes at
a time at best, holding their breath looking for
pearls, fish and other bounty found near
shores or in lagoons.
In Japan the female pearl divers,
known as ‘Ama (海女)’ meaning
‘Sea Woman’, still follow a
cherished 2,000 year old tradition.
Why women? Scientific analysis
proves that for unaided diving
the feminine physique, with its
distribution of weight and muscles
has greater capacity to hold
breath, making them superior to
male divers. They always seem to
have a better catch than their male
counterparts. However, the women had
a different explanation - that male divers
had the same catch, but hid some of it for
selling off on the side to pay for their daily
shot of ‘sake’ (rice wine)! Well, goes to show
that over thousands of years mankind hasn’t
changed all that much after all!
The real depths beckoned the intrepid
explorers who wished to dive deeper! We
wanted to jump in, but there was this little
business of breathing. It was necessary to
carry our own supply of air. This became
simple enough once we created high pressure
compressors and air bottles. But as we dived
deeper, we were in for a surprise!
We realized that the phrase ‘As simple as
breathing’ is born out of ignorance. Familiarity
breeds contempt! Breathing under water isn’t
simple. It has boundaries, and none will bear
breaching. These boundaries start coming

Prasad Godbole
Engineering Faculty
SIMS, Lonavala

suspended all the while in this thin island of
life wedged between hypoxia and hyperoxia.
As he dives deeper, this wedge gets thinner
and thinner!
This lowering of oxygen percentage raises
other unexpected problems. When the
percentage of oxygen is reduced, the
percentage of nitrogen naturally goes up.
But at high pressures nitrogen causes what
is known as nitrogen narcosis. This has an
anaesthetic effect.
Is there a gas that has no bad effects?
Yes. Helium. It does not interfere with
breathing in any way nor cause
narcosis. Does it solve all problems?
No. It has high thermal conductivity.
This causes hypothermia (which
is the condition of having a
typical dangerously low body
temperature) in divers!
During deep dives, the percentage
of gases being supplied to the
divers is constantly adjusted as their
depth keeps changing, all the time
keeping them suspended just within
that critical sliver of safe zone for human
physiology.

this nitrogen collects in joints and causes a
condition called ‘bends’. Depending on the
speed of his ascent, it can cause extreme
pain, paralysis or even death!
Oxygen is our best friend. Right? Not quite!
It is only a fair-weather friend, meaning, it is
great at the atmospheric pressure and 21%
volume in air. At high pressures or greater
volume percentages, it causes oxygen toxicity
(hyperoxia)! It damages the cell walls of the
lungs. A combination of high pressures and
low percentages works fine. But this puts the
diver in a precarious situation. Slightly too
low a percentage of oxygen causes ‘hypoxia’
(lack of oxygen). The diver has to be kept

It is indeed a tough life for divers with their
livelihood dependant on so many intricate
factors. And even a short working career
at that. If not for pursuit of knowledge and
discovery, humans would have kept pinning
their hopes to be an elephant seal, which can
dive to a kilometre’s depth for an hour and
return to the surface as if it just had a walk in
the park!
However, human being seem to have the (last)
laugh with the invention and development
of submarine in the 17th century. Still to
successfully compete with the aquatic animals
at sea, it has at least provided the human
beings a chance to carry its underwater
prowess to another level.
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Piracy in the Gulf of Aden
Mr. Mahesh Patil,
Engineering Faculty,
SIMS Lonavala

Piracy at sea have been recorded as early
as 14th century BC and were noted to be
a menace to the ruling kingdoms, traders,
fishermen and other voyagers. Folklore
surrounding thrilling tales of famous
pirates, stories of sudden appearances
as ghosts and spirits attacking ships or
found protecting their hidden treasures are
abound. However no matter the fact and
fiction, the truth is piracy has always been
an indiscrete part of trade and commerce.
Modern piracy has been found to include the
below activities: • Hijacking (for cargo theft)
• Kidnapping (for ransom)
• Armed or Unarmed Robbery
• Suspicious Activities and Failed Attacks
Suspicious activity are the cases, where ships
have reported a close encounter or a direct
approach from unidentified vessel on AIS“Automated vessel Identification System” and
which feels abnormal or threatening in nature.
I witnessed an incident of piracy whilst sailing in
a Pure car carrier (PCC vessel), approximately
50 miles of Kenya’s border in the year 2007,
shortly after the civil war in Somalia (2005).
Though there had been few incidents reported,
we were not at all prepared for the transit - one
may call it overconfidence or ignorance. The
ship being pure car-carrier, had a very high
freeboard so the threat of someone climbing
onboard was ruled out completely. Vessel was
making about 18 knots on a calm evening. At
dusk, the deck crew completed the day’s job
and returned inside the accommodation for
dinner. However unknown to us at the time,
a small speed boat with 5-6 armed robbers
was quietly following our ship probably since
past few hours. At about 06:30 pm they came
closer and brought their speed boat alongside
our ship. They boarded the poop-deck by
rigging rope to aft railings. The crew had
closed the aft side doors leading to car decks,
but not locked it from inside. The robbers
entered the car decks and collected lot of
loose equipment such as fire hoses, nozzles,
ropes, lashing materials and lifting gear etc. In
spite of several desperate attempts, they could

not open the main deck doors as they were
locked from the top. Ultimately, they could only
access the car decks.
Meanwhile at about 8 pm, the crew was
changing watches. One AB while taking rounds
on main-deck aft side noticed some activity in
the dark. When he went to the extreme aft and
flashed his torch on the ship side, he could
see the speed boat tied to the ships railing.
The boat was fully loaded with the items
robbed from our ship and 2-3 robbers were in
it, who instantly opened fire towards the crew
member. They were in a hurry to leave the
spot and started calling out their counterparts
who were still onboard. The AB managed to
hide behind the hydraulic ramps nearby and
reported to duty officer on bridge over walkie
- talkie. The duty officer raised the general
alarm, alerted all crew and switched on all the
ship side lights. Within a minute the remaining
robbers disembarked the vessel and fled
into the darkness with their bounty, leaving
behind ropes hanging to the shipside railing,
their hand/footprints on the deck and gunshot
marks on the ship’s hull. Thereafter, we took
all the security measures and always transited
safely along with a convoy (group of merchant
ships maintaining identical course and speed
for mutual safety) while transiting through
this HRA (High risk area) A few participating
countries had deployed their naval ships in
that area to lead the convoy.
Such incidents became frequent as many
fishermen joined hands with local criminals
creating a Syndicate Piracy. They started
using sophisticated equipment to attack

and hijack merchant or
naval ships, which they
then converted as their
mother ships to expand
their piracy activities on
a larger scale. They were
equipped to travel larger
distances on open seas,
target bigger ships and
carry surprise attacks
on them. Due to the lack
of strong governance in
areas like Somalia, as well
as the prevailing poverty
across the nations, the
coast guards were not at
all effective in controlling
these organized piracies.
As they were based at
a strategic point on the
Horn of Africa, Somalian-fisherman and exmilitia began to easily raid the shipping lanes
in the narrow sea channel known as the Gulf
of Aden, which then became the hub of pirate
activities.
Subsequently, the International Maritime
Organization (IMO) intervened and reinforced
the International Ship and Port Facility Security
Code (ISPS Code) to establish the respective
roles and responsibilities of the contracting
governments, agencies, local administrations,
the shipping and port industries. With such
appropriate measures in place, piracy attacks
have now seen a decline in the Gulf of Aden.
However eventually it is the prerogative of
individual vessel in ensuring a safe passage
and seafarers should maintain onboard best
practices to safeguard the ships from such
pirate attacks: 1. Crew should undertake proper training
ashore and be an active participant in the
security drills onboard
2. All ship staff should diligently follow the
procedures set by the company
3. While ship is in HRA (High risk areas),
watch keepers should be vigilant
4. Efficient passage planning must be done to
avoid bottle necks in shipping routes
5. Carry out a thorough search to ensure no
one is on board without authorization or
has placed any unidentified object, prior to
departure.
6. Avoid passing information unnecessarily
to the strangers while at port. (These
information may be pass on to some piracy
network)
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‘Mysteriously Patriotic’ Hatch Cover
Chief Officer found my questions sensible and
confirmed that the hatch cover in question
could open fully, even when the vessel was at
even keel. That meant the vessel’s trim was
not a contributing factor in this issue.

Mr. Maneesh Jha
Principal
SIMS, Mumbai

The Universe is full of mysteries and the Sea
is no exception. While out at Sea, we also
come across unresolved issues related
to machineries and systems onboard. At
times these issues do not appear to have
any logical reasons and we tend to term
them as ‘mysteries’. Over a period of time,
they become a familiar part of the job and is
no longer considered as issues. One such
‘mystery’ was unraveled during my time as
Second Engineer.
I had joined an Indian flag bulk carrier at a
port on the East Coast of India. After loading
iron ore, the vessel sailed out to the discharge
port, which was located in northern island of
Japan named, Hokkaido. The ship was well
maintained and we reached the discharge
port as per schedule, after a short stop over at
Singapore to lift bunkers.
The ambient temperature was very low at the
discharge port (approximately -20°C). On the
third day during our port stay, I went ashore
with the Junior Engineer that morning for some
shopping and sightseeing. While returning
back in the afternoon and walking towards the
jetty, where our vessel was berthed, I could
see the discharging operation in progress
using shore cranes. Hatch covers of all the five
cargo holds were open. However the aft hatch
cover of cargo hold No 3 caught my attention.
Unlike others which were almost vertically
up, this hatch cover was tilted at an angle of
approximately 15o from the vertical.
After climbing up the gangway and reaching
the upper deck, I could see that this hatch
cover had not reached the end position and
was not fully open. Due to this, it was not
possible to engage the mechanical locking
device designed to keep the hatch cover in
open position, once the opened hatch cover
had reached the end position. To safeguard
against failure in hydraulic system leading to
accidental closing of the hatch cover, some
extra lashing arrangements (wire slings,
shackles and chain blocks) were visible. I
asked the Junior Engineer about the issue and
found him to be unaware.

The Chief Officer explained further that this
is not a serious issue and this is the third
time he had seen this happening at a foreign
port. However, with the additional securing
arrangements, there was nothing to worry.
Sometimes it is better to live with these issues
rather than wasting time in troubleshooting!

The cargo holds on this vessel had folding
type hydraulic hatch covers, consisting of two
panels which were connected by a hinge to
form a folding pair. Two panels covered half
of the area of the cargo hold. One pair of
hatch covers were operated by two hydraulic
cylinders. When the cylinders pushed the
end panel up from closed position, the cover
opened and the second panel fitted with the
wheels, rolled on the rails towards the open
position.
Once in fully open position, the panels were
secured by a mechanical locking device,
relieving the hydraulic cylinders from the load.
As I entered the accommodation area, I came
across the Chief Officer and Chief Engineer
chatting in the deck office. I asked the Chief
Officer if the aft hatch cover of cargo hold 3
had any issue. He explained that the hatch
cover works fine in the load port (in India),
however does not fully open in the discharge
ports. He explained this could be due to the
trim of the vessel, as on arrival load port the
trim by astern is higher as compared to the
discharge port, where it is usually
even keel. Little aft trim may be
helping the aft hatch cover of Cargo
hold No 3 to open fully. Unconvinced
by his logic, I observed that we did
not face the same problem with the
aft hatch covers of other cargo holds.
As I was about to leave the Deck
Office, I suddenly remembered that
hatch covers of all the cargo holds
were closed at the load port, just
before the completion of loading
due to rains. What was the status of
hatch cover 3 when it was reopened
for loading the last part of the cargo?
What was the trim of the vessel that time?

The Chief Engineer, who was listening to our
conversation for some time, quipped that the
aft hatch cover of cargo hold 3 appeared to
be very patriotic. Works well in India, but does
not behave well outside India! Everyone,
including myself, burst into laughter and this
unexplained phenomenon became trivialized.
However I remained concerned and
challenged this ‘mysterious’ issue. After
studying the maker’s manual detailing hatch
cover arrangements and hydraulic system
drawing, followed by few checks conducted
on the system, we zeroed in on the ‘cushion
adjustment’ of the hydraulic cylinders of aft
hatch covers of No 3 cargo hold. Cushion
adjusting screws reduce the speed of the hatch
covers while opening, just before reaching the
end stop. This way impact of the heavy hatch
cover is much reduced, when it touches the
end stops.
As the piston approaches fully extracted end
position, the normal flow of the hydraulic oil is
restricted by the cushion piston. The hydraulic
oil then has to flow via the opening of cushion
adjusting screw (see figure). Piston and
hence the hatch cover speed is significantly

Continued on Page 24
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Violation of Fuel Sulphur Content Limits in ECA Area
* We invite responses from our learned readers as to the causes and lessons learnt through this case study.
Please send your responses to samundraspirit@samundra.com.
On 21st Aug 2016, LPG vessel was
scheduled to visit French port – Lavera for
discharging cargo. As per the prevailing
regulation those days, whenever the
vessel is trading inside Emission control
area – ECA, the boiler and engines were
supposed to operate on Low sulphur fuel,
that meant fuel consumption to be changed
over from High sulphur fuel (3.5 % m/m) to
Low sulphur fuel (0.10% m/m S, on and
after 1 January 2015).
To meet this regulatory requirement, 40 hours
(>1 ½ Days) before entering the designated
ECA area, the fuel oil change over process
commenced. Fuel oil Service tank and settling
tanks were lowered as safely as possible and
then refilled with LSFO. Purifier gravity disc
was changed to suit the new oil and purifiers
restarted. Cylinder lubricating oil feed rate and
grade (Low TBN), governor settings; fuel oil
injection temperature settings were adjusted
to suit the new oil. All the relevant records/
positions updated in log book and entries
made oil record book.
The vessel’s fuel consumption calculations,
the time required for complete change-over
time, was estimated to 34 hours but vessel
had started change-over process within a
comfortable range of 40 hours, so Master and
Chief Engineer were sure about LS fuel being
used before entering ECA zone.
All the other preparations were being made
for cargo operation, crew change, stores
and maintenance at Port. Vessel arrived at
terminal on time as scheduled. Soon after
the vessel got all-fast, the PSC inspectors (2
seniors and one trainee) boarded the vessel.
It was a routine inspection and the vessel was
randomly chosen for sample inspection.
The inspectors took round of deck,
accommodation, engine room, steering gear
room. During rounds they requested some
staff members to operate LSA, FFA, Fixed
Gas detection system and bridge equipment.
They tested alarms and trips in LPG shut
down system, Engine room bilge system,
Boiler, generator etc. During the 5 hours they
checked the passage planning and official log
book records. The Inspection was complete
and they suggested some minor observations
and improvement opportunities (OFI’s).

The last thing, just before leaving, they
requested to collect fuel oil samples from
running machinery. The vessel completed its
business and cast-off on the next day. One
month later ship received an E-mail from PSC
which mentioned; “the sulphur content in Aux
Engine No 1 sample is 0.106 % m/m, which
is exceeding the limits. Please investigate the
cause and take corrective action prior next

entry to ECA.” Immediately the shore office
was informed. Samples from various places
such as bunker tank, service/settling tank and
engine inlets were sent ashore for laboratory
analysis. A thorough investigation of fuel oil
system and change-over procedure was jointly
carried out by Vessel staff and Company
Technical team.

Responses to previous issue case study

“Main Engine Fuel Oil Hot Filter
Leakage”: Issue 46 (July 2019)
Thank you readers for the feedbacks and responses on the
previous case study. Here’s a compilation of the answers received:
Q1. What is the root cause of this
incident?
During the assembly and commissioning
of any machinery components, following
necessary steps to be carried out for
confirming the correct maintenance
operation.
The root cause of spilling of oil from hot
filter are
a. Proper tool box meeting to be carried
out to assign the duties and proper
communication with seniors regarding
the different stages of completion of
work to be maintained
b. Notice boards/ tags to be placed near
the circuit breaker of the booster pump

in order to avoid the accidental starting
of the pump.
c. Checklist for order of operation to be
followed, so that engineers will not miss
any important things like misplacing the
seal rings.
d. Never leave the work in between without
trying out confirming the correctness
of the maintenance operation. In this
particular case, it was a human error,
which could have been corrected
harmlessly if the component in question
was duly tried out.
Q2. How is the filter prepared for service
after a maintenance work?
After the maintenance is completed
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Crossword Puzzle
The root cause of this mishap was finally
figured out – There were bucket type filters
in fuel oil line to purifiers. These fuel filter
casing has space through which fuel is
not continuously flowing. The crew had
cleaned filters but not emptied to casing.
This stagnated oil was not flushed or diluted
completed during the changeover period,
which resulted in slight higher sulphur
content in fuel.
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a. Make sure that the filter drains are
closed and all other isolating valves
are in open working condition
b. Keep the vent valve of the filter in
open position operates the booster
pump manually from the local position
and check for any leakages
c. Close the vent and put the filter in
service.
Q3. What is the correct procedure to
prepare engines after a port stay?
a. Readiness of engines is of utmost
importance and the senior engineers
should confirm all the maintenance
works are completed in time and tried
out.
b. Proper
communication
between
junior and senior officers are must to
ensure the readiness.

12

13
14
15
16
17

18
19

20

Across

Down

1. Rise and fall of sea levels due to
gravitational forces of moon and sun.
5. A boat propelled partly or fully by sails.
7. Aquatic animals that are able to swim and
move independently of water current.
8. Mysterious underwater sound originating
from ice movement
12. A group of scattered islands.
13. The world’s deepest trench.
15. Underwater mountains that rise at least
1000m from the seafloor.
17. The Rainforests of the sea.
18. What polar lights are better known as.
20. Shallow body of water separated from a
larger body of water by barrier island or
reefs.

2. Salty natural body of water near Jordan
and Israel
3. Fuel formed by the decay of remains of
marine plants and animals under the rocks
and clay over millions of years.
4. Diverse group of organisms that live in
large bodies of water and are unable to
swim against water current.
6. Complete unit used for oil drilling.
9. Largest landlocked sea.
10. Plato’s mythical island in the Atlantic
Ocean.
11. Steep depression in the deepest part of
ocean.
14. Tropical storms formed over the South
Pacific and Indian Ocean.
16. Titanic’s nemesis.
19. Fissure/ Rift near Iceland having “clearest
water on Earth” with visibility up to 100m.

Across: 1. TIDES 5. SAILBOATS 7. NEKTON 8. BLOOP 12. ARCHIPELAGO 13. MARIANA
15. SEAMOUNT 17. CORAL REEFS 18. AURORA 20. LAGOON

Mr. Mahesh Patil
Engineering Faculty, SIMS, Lonavala

11

Down: 2. DEAD SEA 3. PETROLEUM 4. PLANKTON 6. OILRIG 9. CASPIAN SEA 10. ATLANTIS
11. TRENCH 14. CYCLONES 16. ICEBURG 19. SILFRA

Questions:
1. Which is the MEPC guideline
approved in May 2019 regarding
FO samples?
2. What is the schedule and ECA’s
established as per Marpol annex VI
regulation 14?
3. What are the approved alternatives
for complying the regulatory
requirements of Low Sulphur
emission?

10
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SIMS Lonavala Wins Top Spots at Inter-College
Technical Symposium

Winning top spots amongst 13 participating
Institutes, Cadets from SIMS Lonavala
displayed sound knowledge and skills at
the Inter-College Technical symposium,
‘Marine Technovision’, held at Hindustan
Institute of Maritime Training, Chennai
on the 04th and 5th of October’19. The
symposium tested various technical,
navigational and workshop skills of the
participating cadets, which also aimed at
increasing awareness of industry issues.
Under the workshop skill category (Marine
work), cadets were provided with disassembled
valves to assemble as a working model within

a stipulated time. The final round witnessed
SIMS cadet assemble a boiler safety valve
(manual) followed by an oral question-answer
session where the team won the First position.
In the Nautical skills category, a competition
(Morscue) tested the mooring and rescue
operations skills of the cadets. Team with
SIMS cadet completed the rescue operation
in 13.2 minutes and the mooring operation in
8.3 minutes, thereby winning the First position.
Addressing the theme “Ocean Pollution” in
their paper and presenting their own concept
model of remote controlled skimmer, SIMS
cadets won the Third position in the category

‘Technical Paper Presentation’. Concluding
the event, Marine Hunt competition was an
interesting version of treasure hunt that tested
one’s seamanship and engineering skills.
In the hunt each team had to successfully
complete their ultimate goal of hoisting a
navigational flag in the mast head. There were

Promotions Onboard
ESM-Managed Fleet During Third Quarter

JE DHANRAJ JANGID
GME 20

JE AKSHYA RAJ
B Tech 003

JE SUKHWANT SINGH
GME 19

JE NAVEEN KUMAR
SAINI
GME 19

JE TUSHAR ADHIKARI
GME 17

JE DANAYYA
SHANTAYYA SWAMI
GME 20

JE LOKESH MAHAJAN
GME 19

JE SATYAM TIWARI
B Tech 003

JO ABHISHEK SONI
DNS 17

JO MUHAMMED BADISHA
ABDUL KHADER
DNS 17

JO MORRISON
SAVIO DSOUZA
DNS 17

JE KUMAR SARTHAK
GME 19

JO AJIMON P
ULAHANNAN
DNS 16

JO AKASH BHAU
DNS 16

JE DIVYANSH CHAUHAN
B Tech 003

JO EMMANUEL
MATHEW
DNS 15
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a total of six clues hidden at various place of
the HIMT campus and each team was given a
colour code, so the team had to find the next
clue in the same colour only. Reaching the
final round, Team SIMS finished runners up in
the competition.
It was indeed a great learning and fun
experience for the cadets. Heartiest
congratulations to participating Cadets Alex
Sebastian Barcey (GME 26), Tej Prakash Bedi
(Btech 07), Tanmaya Senapati (Btech 08),
Pavan Bhatia (DNS27)
Institutes that participated in the symposium:
1. The Great Eastern Institute of Maritime
Studies, Lonavala
2. Indian Maritime University, Chennai
3. Tolani Maritime Institute, Pune
4. Maritime Foundation, Chennai
5. VELS University School of Maritime
Studies, Chennai
6. Sri Venkateswara College of Engineering,
Chennai
7. Southern Academy of Maritime Studies,
Panapakkam
8. Sriram Institute of Marine Studies, New
Delhi
9. Hindustan Institute of Maritime Training,
Chennai
10. Samundra Institute of Maritime Studies,
Lonavala
11. Anglo Eastern Maritime Academy, Mumbai
12. Euro tech Maritime Academy, Kochi
13. GKM College of Engineering & Technology,
Chennai

JO AVINASH RAJ
DNS 17

JO ANOOP THOMAS
DNS 17

JO RICHARDSON JAMES
DNS 17

JO DHIWAGAR
MANIVANNAN
DNS 17
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Continued from Page 20
reduced thereby reducing the impact when
the heavy hatch cover reaches the end
position.
We requested the Chief Officer to allow
us to work on this hatch cover after the
cargo operations were completed for cargo
hold 3.
Next day, just after the cargo operations
was over, the hatch cover in question
was closed. Cushion adjustments screws
on the hydraulic cylinders were located
after scraping the layers of paint on both
the hydraulic cylinders. After having
understood the procedure and being
mindful of the associate risks of this
precision adjustment, the cushion screws
were opened up (counter clockwise) by 1/8
turns each. We opened this hatch cover
again. This time the hatch cover opened
fully. It slowed down before touching the
end stop in the correct way. The mechanical
locking device could be engaged without
any efforts, obviating the need for any
additional lashing. The trial was done once
more and the adjusting screws this time
were set to the original position by turning
each of them clockwise by 1/8 turns. The
hatch cover worked properly once again.

near the cushion screw and high viscosity
of hydraulic oil due to too low ambient
temperature. The flow of drain was almost
brought down to zero towards the last
travel of hatch cover. This problem was
not there at the load port in India as the
ambient temperatures were higher. Lower
viscosity hydraulic oil could flow though the
restriction and the hatch cover could reach
the end position.
By opening the screw little more than the
original settings, small accumulated dirt
particles were washed away and the hatch
cover performed well when the settings
were restored to the original setting. There
were no other issues with the hatch cover
system and hydraulic oil was maintained in
healthy condition.
This troubleshooting was entered in the
history book of the hatch cover and the
hatch cover worked satisfactorily without
any issues. Amongst so many mysteries
surrounding us, at least one mystery was
resolved the combined effort of the ship’s
staff!

The issue was discovered to be due to a
combination of a small dirt accumulation

JO ARVIND KUMAR
DNS 15

JO PANKAJ DANGI
DNS 14

JO ARUN KOLLARATH
GEORGE
DNS 17

JO SWARNADEEP DAS
DNS 17

JO AMAL RAJ
DNS 17

4E SUNIL VINAYAK PATIL
GME 20

4E KUMAR SATHYA
GME 20

4E ADHARSH
CHALIYAKKARA
B Tech 002

4E SANTOSH NARAYAN
GODHI
GME 20

4E SARATH
MULLAPPALLY
B Tech 003

4E JAGADISH PRASAD
VASUPALLI
GME 15
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Inter House Indoor Games Championship held at
SIMS Lonavala
The
Inter
House
Indoor
Games
Championship held at SIMS Lonavala
on 26th August witnessed enthusiastic
participation from cadets of the four
Houses, Tapti, Kaveri, Ganga and Godavari.
Consisting of events such as Table Tennis
(Singles and Doubles), Carom (Singles and
Doubles) and Chess, the championship
saw Tapti House amass the top spots in
Table Tennis (Doubles), Carom (Doubles)
and Chess. The other houses put up a
tough fight, with many narrowly missed
victories.
Table Tennis
The leagues matches began with Kaveri vs.
Godavari contesting in the Singles category
that had Kaveri winning 2-1. In the Doubles
category, the rounds commenced with Tapti
taking over Ganga with a score of 2-0.
Defeating its rivals through the various sets
of matches, House Ganga Cadet Advaita
Sreeram bagged the first position in the
Singles category defeating Cadet Kishan
Kumar of House Godavari (3-0) in the final
match. However, in spite of looking strong
in clinching their second title for the Doubles
category, House Ganga lost to House Tapti in
a hard-hitting match (3-2).
Singles Results:
1. Cadet Advaita Sreeram
2. Cadet Kishan Kumar
3. Cadet Utkarsh Srivastava
4. Cadet Rachit Garg

- Ganga
- Godavari
- Tapti
- Kaveri

Doubles Results:
1. Tapti - Cadet Utkarsh Srivastava and Cadet
Rohan Singh

2. Ganga - Cadet Advaita Sreeram and Cadet
Ankit Raj
3. Kaveri - Cadet Rachit Garg and Cadet
Vedant Srivastava
4. Godavari - Cadet Kishan Kumar and Cadet
Gokul Menon
Carom
The matches began with House Ganga and
Godavari competing in both the Singles and
Doubles categories with Ganga emerging as
winners of the matches with a score of 24-04
and 25-08 respectively.
Cadet MD Seemab Alam of House Kaveri
seized the top spot for himself in the Singles
category defeating Cadet Saurav Prakash of
House Tapti in a close match of the five sets,
emerging triumphant with the score of 29-18.
Determined to secure the top position in the
Doubles round, Cadet Saurav of House Tapti
with his teammate Cadet Pranit Kutal, clinched
the victory spot against House Kaveri with a
final score of 26-18.
Singles Results:
1. Cadet MD Seemab Alam
2. Cadet Saurav Prakash

- Kaveri
- Tapti

3. Cadet Alankar Rao
4. Cadet Geet Tiwari

- Ganga
- Godavari

Doubles Results:
1. Tapti - Cadet Saurav Prakash and Cadet
Pranit Kutal
2. Kaveri - Cadet MD Seemab Alam and
Cadet Vishnu Narayan
3. Ganga - Cadet Advaita Sreeram and Cadet
Alankar Rao
4. Godavari - Cadet Kishan Kumar and Cadet
Geet Tiwari
Chess
In a quick first game, House Tapti beat
Godavari, boosting their spirits. This was
evident in the consequent matches through
the sets. However Cadet Saurav Arude of Tapti
proved to be the SIMS Chess Grandmaster
defeating Cadet Saurav Pandey of House
Kaveri in a thrilling final game.
Results:
1. Cadet Saurav Arude
2. Cadet Saurav Pandey
3. Cadet Abhishek Menon
4. Cadet Digvijay Kumar

- Tapti
- Kaveri
- Ganga
- Godavari

Visitors’ Comments
Third Quarter, 2019
SIMS, Lonavala, is doing a fantastic work in producing the maritime
officers, it is evident from the campus, various labs & ship in Campus etc.
The idea of extra-curricular activities like yoga, team sport is really a good
one. It keeps the cadets motivated & united. I wish SIMS, Principal, all the
faculty best wishes!!! Keep up your good work!
Ms. S. Ilakkiya IAS,
Assistant Secretary,
Ministry of Shipping, Government of India
Institute has a very good infrastructure. A large campus at beautiful
location. They are providing world class academic and labs, shipping
onboard etc. facilities. The students get 100% placement. The faculty and
Principal and Vice Principal are performing their duties diligently in shaping
the career of young graduates. My best wishes to them!
Dr Yogesh Sagar IAS,
Assistant Secretary,
Ministry of Shipping, Government of India
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